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Mapping Social Distress:
A Computational Approach
to Spatiotemporal
Distribution of Anxiety
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Abstract
Anxiety is a pervasive emotional state that tends to arise in situations involving uncertainty due
partly to social and contextual issues including competition, economic disparity, and social inse-
curity. Thus, distribution of aggregate emotions, such as in anxiety, may reveal an important picture
of otherwise invisible social processes in which individuals interact with local and global oppor-
tunities, constraints, and potential threats. The aim of this study is to present a computational
approach to the dynamic distribution of anxiety extracted from natural language expressions of
users of Twitter, a popular global social media platform. We develop an unsupervised machine
learning procedure based on a naive Bayes model to classify contents of anxiety, estimate the
degree of anxiety, and construct a geographic map of spatiotemporal distribution of anxiety. To
validate our mapping results, a multilevel statistical analysis was performed to examine how anxiety
distribution is correlated with other district-level sociodemographic statistics such as rates of birth
and early divorce. Implications for further research and extension are discussed.
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Anxiety is an emotional state characterized by feelings of unease, tension, worry, and nervousness
(Beuke et al., 2003). Unlike fear, which describes the feeling toward known, realistic threats, anxiety
refers to an unpleasant psychological response to vague, mostly unlikely, events or situations. In
general, anxiety is a normal mental reaction to stress resulting from an uncertain environment and
future, which, arguably, can be useful for survival. Nevertheless, psychologists have often treated
anxiety as an abnormal mental condition requiring therapeutic intervention (Rachman, 2009). Impli-
cit in such psychiatric approaches is an assumption that anxiety is a personal emotional problem.
This assumption obscures the underlying sociocultural roots of anxiety (Mirowsky & Ross, 1986).
In fact, anxiety is such a pervasive feeling that everyone experiences it to some extent, and it
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reportedly affects the choices and behaviors of everyday life. Individuals with higher anxiety levels
are more likely to lack coping skills (Raffety et al., 1997), to avoid social interactions and commu-
nication (Turner, 1988), to be less generous (Rodebaugh et al., 2016; Rodebaugh et al., 2013), and to
make selfish decisions in cooperative settings (Wu et al., 2013). Furthermore, it has been extensively
documented that death anxiety triggered by thoughts of one’s own mortality leads to in-group
favoritism and derogation of out-group members (Burke et al., 2010; See & Petty, 2006).

A recent survey conducted by the American Psychiatric Association shows a society-wide
increase in anxiety, with over 40% of respondents in the United States reporting feelings of higher
anxiety in comparison to the previous year. This rise has been attributed to widespread usage of
social media, exacerbating an endless flow of unpleasant news and gossip, causing people to feel
more distressed and insecure (Willams, 2017). The spike was more salient among women, racial
minorities, and those with a lower socioeconomic status, suggesting that anxiety is not limited to
personal matters but is deeply associated with the circumstantial aspects of one’s life. Furthermore,
increased anxiety and social distress can have a significant impact on many aspects of life insofar as
anxiety gives rise to various social problems such as over-competition for education and jobs,
collapse of trust, polarization of public opinion, and increases in violence and suicide rates, among
many other examples. These problems may compound over time through path-dependent social
processes, possibly leading to disintegration of communities (DiMaggio & Garip, 2012; Page, 2015;
Scherer, 2005). Alleviating such potential problems through systematic interventions requires mon-
itoring of distributions and changing trends of social distress across various sociodemographic
segments and geographic regions over time, which has been attempted mainly through self-
reported measures and interviews.

Despite their numerous advantages, conventional methods, including self-reported measures in
surveys, are limited in capturing the sentiments of individuals because they measure post hoc
cognitive appraisals rather than actual emotional states at any given moment (Dasborough et al.,
2008; Scherer, 2005). In addition, due to reasons such as privacy protection and social acceptability,
people are often reluctant to disclose their true emotions and feelings. Furthermore, emotions change
over time, often in a dramatic fashion. Even with multiphase surveys, it has proven to be extremely
cumbersome to track all the subtle dynamics of emotional trends. Therefore, to overcome these
limitations, a method must be developed to observe the emotional expressions of individuals in a
less obtrusive manner than direct questioning. As an alternative, we present a computational
approach to examining the dynamic distribution of anxiety, extracted from natural language expres-
sions of users of the popular social media platform Twitter. We chose Twitter mainly because users
have options to disclose spatiotemporal information in their posted messages, known as tweets, more
than on other popular platforms such as Facebook. We developed a classifier based on a naive Bayes
model to estimate the degree of anxiety implied in user messages.

In the field of affective computing and sentiment analysis of natural language expressions, for the
sake of performance improvement, there have been recent attempts to apply advanced deep learning
models such as word embedding (Tang et al., 2015), convolutional neural networks (dos Santos &
Gatti, 2014; Kalchbrenner et al., 2014), recurrent neural networks (P. Chen et al., 2017; Zhao et al.,
2017), memory networks (Hazarika et al., 2018), and attention mechanisms (Majumder et al., 2019).
While deep learning models usually require much more training data than traditional machine
learning algorithms, agglutinative languages (including Korean, the target language of our study)
tend to contain huge numbers of words and word combinations, making it considerably difficult to
collect sufficient amounts of data to train deep learning models. Considering the difficulties inherent
to the Korean language and the relatively small size of our training data set (i.e., <1 million), instead
of a deep learning model, we adopted a simple but relatively robust machine learning model, a naive
Bayes model, as a baseline with which future applications of complex deep learning models can be
compared.
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Combined with type of spatiotemporal information revealed in discrete tweets of users, the
number of tweets classifying a user as anxious was computed and converted into an index to indicate
the degree of anxiety for a geographic region or district of Korea. Subsequently, all the anxiety
indices were visually cast on a national map using color gradients. To validate our mapping results,
we utilized multilevel statistical analysis to examine the extent to which the distributions of anxiety
indices correlate with existing district-level sociodemographic data. This visual mapping of anxiety
or social distress enables intuitive understanding of the current distribution of emotional states for
small or large regions and the ability to track spatiotemporal changes and dynamics of anxiety over
time, which has not been possible with conventional data collection methods. We believe that the
distribution of anxiety quantified and visualized as such stands to complement conventional survey
data for various social scientific inquiries and the development of relevant social policies. In the
following sections, the study background, proposed procedures, and preliminary results are
described in detail.

Anxiety as a Social Indicator

Human societies can be characterized based on temporal patterns or regularities in complex
interactions among numerous actors, which in turn shape and constrain their behaviors (Page,
2015). This emergent nature of human societies highlights the notion that the feelings and
experiences of individuals are deeply intertwined with those of social neighbors and are integral
to the larger distribution of psychological experiences (Barbalet, 1998). Living in an area with
higher crime rates, for example, may be similar to life in a hostile neighborhood full of distrust
for and conflict with neighbors and strangers. These feelings of insecurity may, in turn, force
community members to act in a selfish and overly defensive manner. The story may not end
there—ample empirical evidence shows that emotions, whether positive or negative, are highly
contagious (Bond et al., 2012; Coviello et al., 2014; Kramer et al., 2014). Thus, escalation of
personal circumstances has the potential to result in macro-social consequences such as disin-
tegration of community.

Despite having crucial, inseparable associations with macro-social outcomes, human emotions
have seldom been at the center of social scientific inquiry (Barbalet, 1998; Turner & Stets, 2006).
The main reasons for this neglect are 2-fold. First, emotions, including anxiety, are typically
regarded as deeply personal experiences subject mainly to psychological inquiries and interventions.
Second, in lacking proper methods or instruments for capturing the transient nature of feelings, it has
been viewed as far-fetched to attribute certain social phenomena to underlying emotions or senti-
ments (Turner & Stets, 2006). Consequently, instead of treating emotions explicitly, the long-
standing approach of social scientists has been to translate emotions into calculable outcomes such
as utility, uncertainty, and risk (Schoemaker, 1982). As a result, human behaviors have largely been
portrayed as rational, cognition-driven processes, devoid of irrational or emotional components
(Barbalet, 1998; Slovic, 1995).

This has been changing as a massive amount of trace data, including textual online content, has
become available due to the global proliferation of social media. As of 2018, for example, there
were an estimated 330 million Twitter users worldwide, producing 500 million tweets containing
various emotion-laden words per day. This abundance of textual data opens a new venue for
studying the roles of emotions in social processes (Cambria, 2016). Various attempts have been
made to apply sentiment analysis to social media content to explain and predict social consequences
including stock market changes (Bollen et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2015), drug reactions (Korkont-
zelos et al., 2016), brand management (Mostafa, 2013), and many other examples. Most prior
attempts, however, have been confined to identifying the implicit tone and valence of individual
texts, whether positive or negative, and to linking personal posts to social issues of interest.
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Relatively little attention has been paid to identifying particular types of emotions in social media,
including anxiety.

Defined as an emotional response to unspecified threats, anxiety tends to arise in uncertain
circumstances due to social and contextual issues such as competition, economic disparity, and
social insecurity. Prior studies have found that increased anxiety might cause individuals to express
anger in response to stressful social exchanges (McClure et al., 2007), to become more selfish
(Rodebaugh et al., 2016; Rodebaugh et al., 2013), and to be less generous (Wu et al., 2013) when
cooperation is needed. Furthermore, an overall increase in anxiety might correlate to a society-wide
increase in depression (Horwitz, 2010), possibly worsening other serious social problems including
violence, suicide rates, substance abuse, and obsessive-compulsive behaviors. Preventive interven-
tions for these types of social problems require close monitoring of societal distributions and
changes in anxiety and other relevant emotions. In the context of conventional observation methods
such as surveys, a major obstacle to effective analysis is that anxiety is a latent emotion that is
difficult to detect with direct questioning. Anxious feelings often manifest as other emotional
expressions including heightened sensitivity to surroundings, nervousness, anger, panic, and/or
frustration.

This suggests that we need, as an alternative, some indirect, unobtrusive approaches to detecting
and extracting the signs or symptoms of anxiety from natural language expressions and behaviors of
individuals. Social media platforms offer an excellent environment containing natural behavioral
traces from which meaningful patterns can be identified through the application of machine learning
procedures. This does not imply that conventional, interview-based data collection methods are
inappropriate or obsolete. Instead, the main premise of this study is that such an indirect, unob-
trusive approach to detecting emotions stands to reveal an important view of otherwise invisible
social processes in which individuals interact with local and global instances of opportunities,
constraints, and threats. That is, the spatiotemporal distribution of aggregate emotions, such as
anxiety, if properly captured and quantified, may serve as a valuable source of information by
complementing existing social statistics and opinion polls. Furthermore, visual mapping of the
spatial distribution of anxiety over time will allow researchers to examine the longitudinal dynamics
and trends of aggregate emotions, which can be applied to the diagnosis of regional problems and
issues as well as the study of relevant social phenomena and policy development.

Extracting Anxiety

Parameter Estimation and Morphological Analysis

In statistical terms, parameters refer to certain numerical values that represent population charac-
teristics or a data generating process to be estimated from sample data assuming a random variable
with a family of probability distributions. From among many methods of parameter estimation (J. V.
Beck & Arnold, 1977), we employ the two well-known methods of maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation and maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation, calculated as follows.

L y; x1; x2; . . . ; xnð Þ ¼ L y;Xð Þ;
¼ f ðx1; x2; . . . ; xn j yÞ ¼ f ðX j yÞ; ð1Þ

argmax
y

L y;Xð Þ ¼ argmax
y

f ðX j yÞ ; ð2Þ

argmax
y

f ðy jX Þ ¼ argmax
y

f ðX j yÞ f yð Þ
f Xð Þ : ð3Þ

ML estimation is a method of estimating the parameters of a statistical model by finding the
parameter values that maximize the likelihood of the observations (Guindon & Gascuel, 2003).
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Suppose that there is a sample X ¼ x1; x2; . . . ; xnð Þ of n observations, from a distribution with an
unknown probability density function f0 �ð Þ. The likelihood function can be defined as in Equation 1,
and then the ML estimation finds the parameters that maximize the likelihood function as in
Equation 2. While ML estimation depends heavily on observations (Sowell, 1992), MAP estimation
finds an estimate of an unknown quantity that is equal to the mode of the posterior distribution based
on Bayes’s theorem. If a priori information is available, then MAP estimation might yield better
results than ML. In the MAP estimation shown in Equation 3, P yð Þ is an a priori probability, and
Pðy j xÞ is an a posteriori probability.

The naive Bayes classifier, one of the most popular probabilistic classifiers, is based on Bayes’s
theorem with naive independence assumptions among features (Bayes, 1763; McCallum & Nigam,
1998; Vapnik, 1998). The naive Bayes classifier can be trained very efficiently in supervised
learning. In many practical applications, parameter estimation for naive Bayes models uses the
method of ML with no assumption of Bayesian probability or methods.

ĉML ¼ argmax
c2C

Pðx1; x2; . . . ; xn j cÞ ;

¼ argmax
c2C

Yn

i¼1

Pðxi j cÞ ;
ð4Þ

ĉMAP ¼ argmax
c2C

Pðc j x1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ;
¼ argmax

c2C
P cð Þ Pðx1; x2; . . . ; xn j cÞ;

¼ argmax
c2C

P cð Þ
Yn

i¼1

Pðxi j cÞ:
ð5Þ

In text classification, the term y (in Equations 1–3) is classified by ML estimation in Equation 4
and MAP estimation in Equation 5. The value of C denotes a set of classes, and denotes words
composing a sentence. The class that maximizes the equation is. The naive Bayes classifier assumes
that all attributes of the examples are independent of each other given the context of the class.
Equation 4 and Equation 5 are derived based on this assumption. Although this assumption is
unrealistic in many real-world tasks, the naive Bayes model is very effective in performing text
classification (Lewis, 1998; Rennie et al., 2003).

Morphological analysis for understanding the linguistic characteristics and structure of words is
fundamental to natural language processing (Kao & Poteet, 2007; Kim et al., 1994; Manning et al.,
2014). In the context of this study, each tweet is broken down into several morphemes, which are the
smallest meaningful units of a language with a part of speech (POS) tag such as a noun, verb, or
adjective. Because the tweets for the current study were collected in Korea, we employed the well-
known Korean Morphological Analyzer (KOMORAN) to analyze tweets.

Figure 1. Example of a morphological analysis using Korean Morphological Analyzer.
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Figure 1 exemplifies how a sentence in Korean is composed of multiple morphemes. On the left
of the slash (/), “좋,” “은,” “아침,” “이,” “ㅂ니다,” and “.” are morphemes, while “VA,” “ETM,”
“NNG,” “VCP,” “EC,” and “SF” are POS tags. Irrelevant parts of speech for sentimental analysis
were filtered out, and only NNG (noun), VV (verb), VA (adjective), MM (determiner), and MAG
(adverb) were used in morphological analysis.

Naive Bayes Text Classification

After the sets of tweets were morphologically analyzed, a naive Bayes classifier (A. Y. Ng & Jordan,
2002) was constructed using a frequency dictionary of word morphemes as obtained from the
collection of tweets. Table 1 shows a template of the word morphemes/POS tags together with their
frequencies from sample sets of nonanxious and anxious tweets. Unlabeled tweets can be further
classified based on the frequency dictionary.

As an illustrative example, suppose a frequency dictionary is constructed from sample tweets
initially tagged as anxious (anxiety) or not nonanxietyð Þ, as in Table 1. With ML estimation, the
probability that a new sentence consisting of wordA, wordB, and wordD is classified as anxiety is
PðwordA; wordB; wordD j anxietyÞ ¼ 30

100
� 10

100
� 20

100
¼ :006, while the probability of being clas-

sified as nonanxiety is PðwordA; wordB; wordD j nonanxietyÞ ¼ 200
1;000 � 100

1;000 � 100
1;000 ¼ :002. In

this way, the sentence is classified as anxiety because the probability of such is greater than that
of being classified into the nonanxiety condition.

If a sentence consists of wordB, wordD, and wordF , then the probability of being classified as
anxiety is PðwordB; wordD; wordF j anxietyÞ ¼ 10

100
� 20

100
� 10

100
¼ :002, while the probability of

being assigned to the nonanxiety condition is
PðwordB; wordD; wordF j nonanxietyÞ ¼ 100

1;000 � 100
1;000 � 400

1;000 ¼ :004. Accordingly, the sentence

is classified as nonanxiety.

With MAP estimation, on the other hand, classification results might differ slightly. For the same
sentence consisting of wordA, wordB, and wordD, the probability of being classified as anxiety is
P anxietyð Þ � PðwordA; wordB; wordD j anxietyÞ ¼ 100

1;000þ100
� 30

100
� 10

100
� 20

100
� :00055; while the

probability of being classified as nonanxiety is P nonanxietyð Þ � PðwordA; wordB; wordD j
nonanxietyÞ ¼ 1000

1;000þ100
� 200

1;000 � 100
1000

� 100
1;000 � :00182. Thus, the sentence is classified as

nonanxiety because of the higher probability of nonanxiety than of anxiety.
If there is a sentence consisting of wordA, wordC , and wordE, then the probabilities of both

classes are zero because PðwordC j anxietyÞ ¼ PðwordE j nonanxietyÞ ¼ 0. To solve this “zero fre-
quency” problem, we used add-one smoothing (also known as Laplace smoothing), which assigns
nonzero probabilities to words that do not occur in a collection. For each class, every word is given

Table 1. Frequency Dictionary of Nonanxious and Anxious Tweets.

Word/Part of Speech Nonanxious Anxious

wordA=NNG 200 30
wordB=VV 100 10
wordC=VA 200 0
wordD=NNG 100 20
wordE=VV 0 30
wordF=MAG 400 10
Total 1,000 100

Note. NNG = noun; VV = verb; VA = adjective; MAG = adverb.
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an extra one frequency, and the total frequency is added to the size of the word vocabularies (S. F.
Chen & Goodman, 1999; Pang et al., 2002; Peng & Schuurmans, 2003; Yuan et al., 2012). Con-
sequently, our example sentence has the following probabilities, which result in classification into
the anxiety condition: PðwordA; wordC; wordE j anxietyÞ ¼ 30þ1

100þ6
� 0þ1

100þ6
� 30þ1

100þ6
� :000806

and PðwordA; wordC; wordE j nonanxietyÞ ¼ 200þ1
1;000þ6

� 200þ1
1;000þ6

� 0þ1
1;000þ6

� :000039.

Experimenting With Twitter Data

Twitter Data Collection

Using a tweet crawler (Twitter4j) distributed publicly as an open application programming inter-
face,1 we collected over 2.7 million (2,711,807) tweets containing both spatial and temporal infor-
mation (i.e., tweets specifying the time and user location when posted) from February 2016 through
November 2017 in South Korea. All data were collected and used according to Twitter’s terms of
service and privacy conditions. To prepare the initial data for training the anxiety classifier, 91,269
tweets (3.37%) from the total collected were randomly sampled and tagged by human coders either
as anxiety related or not anxiety related. Four graduate students in human communications at a large
metropolitan university in Korea were recruited to operate as the coders.

Anxiety might manifest in the guise of other relevant emotions such as “nervousness,” “perplex-
ity,” “worry,” “frustration,” and/or “discomfort.” Thus, the coders were instructed to consider
expressions of not only explicit anxiety but also other relevant emotions insofar as they could be
symptomatic of the state of “being anxious,”2 particularly when the emotions appeared in associ-
ation with things that are difficult to control, such as future events, environmental uncertainty, or the
presence/behaviors of other people (i.e., social anxiety). Among the tweets tagged by the human
coders, only 81,873 (89.7%) showed consistent tagging results among all four coders (i.e., all
four coders assigned the tweets the same tags). Only these tweets were incorporated in the next
step and were segmented into sets of 75,051 training and 6,822 testing tweets. In the training
set, the number of anxious tweets was 7,366. Thus, P anxietyð Þ ¼ 7366

75051
� :098 and

P nonanxietyð Þ ¼ 67685
75051

� :902.
From the tagged training set, we constructed our frequency dictionary (enlisting word morpheme

frequencies in anxious tweets and nonanxious tweets) using KOMORAN. A naive Bayes classifier
was built using the frequency dictionary to estimate whether newer tweets were classified as
anxious.

Comparative Analysis of ML and MAP Estimations

Using the testing set of 6,822 tagged tweets, we first evaluated the performance of our classifier by
applying ML and MAP estimations.

As shown in Table 2, the MAP estimation performed better than the ML estimation in terms of
accuracy. In terms of recall of anxiety, however, MAP estimation was worse. Because the training
set is greatly biased toward nonanxiety data (i.e., P nonanxietyð Þ � P anxietyð Þ), the results of

Table 2. Performance Comparison of ML and MAP Estimations.

Method Recall of Anxiety Recall of Nonanxiety Accuracy

ML .8550 .8292 .8317
MAP .5069 .9641 .9371

Note. ML = maximum likelihood; MAP = maximum a posteriori.
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classification applying MAP estimation are mostly Nonanxiety, and MAP leads to poorer perfor-
mance in the recall of anxiety but better performance in accuracy. In contrast, ML estimation shows
reasonable performance overall because it is not influenced by any prior distribution of P anxietyð Þ
and P nonanxietyð Þ. Because our purpose is to identify anxious tweets, our emphasis is on recall
rather than accuracy. Thus, ML estimation appears to be more appropriate than MAP estimation for
our purpose. Hence, we applied ML estimation to a naive Bayes classifier for further analyses
(Chawla, 2005; Frank & Bouckaert, 2006; Mladenic & Grobelnik, 1999).

To improve the performance of the naive Bayes classifier applying ML estimation, we formulated
a criterion that, if Equation 6 is true, then a sentence, as tweeted, is classified into the anxiety

condition.

PðTweetjanxietyÞ
PðTweetjnoanxietyÞ > Threshold: ð6Þ

A basic naive Bayes classifier is supposed to classify tweets with threshold ¼ 1, which is not
optimal for our application. Instead, we performed another experiment after changing the value of
the threshold (V. Ng & Cardie, 2002; Schneider, 2005). Figure 2 shows the results of this experi-
ment. Here, we used products of “recall of anxiety” and “accuracy” to reflect both measures at the
same time in terms of geometric mean. The product of the two measures had a maximum value of
0.7294 at threshold ¼ 2:5. Consequently, we adopted a threshold of 2.5 for Equation 6.

Spatiotemporal Mapping of Anxiety

The degree of anxiety estimated and normalized was then mapped with gradient colors onto all the
districts in Korea as shown in Figures 3 and 4.3 The regions in darker red colors had greater
proportions of anxious tweets among all the tweets therein, while the opposite is true for the regions
in darker blue colors (with diagonal patterns overlaid in the grayscale images). Figure 3 depicts a
spike of anxiety in the county of Seongju in the larger province of Gyeongsangbuk-do during July
2016 and August 2016. This was when military forces from the United States and Korea announced
deployment of the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense antiballistic missile system in the region.
Aggressive protests in the region occurred as the residents strongly opposed deployment of the
missile system in their region, which put them at risk of becoming an important military target for
potential enemies. Note that the recorded level of anxiety was heightened only in the county, even
though news about the protests was broadcast nationwide. This result partly indicates that the
computational mapping presented here effectively captures and depicts dynamic emotional changes
occurring in geographic regions in the context of ongoing important social events.

Figure 4 shows another example—distribution of anxiety for the month of March 2017 during
which the then president of Korea, Park Geun-hye, was impeached. The provinces in dark red colors
are known political hotbeds in Korea—the province on the right-hand side, Gyeongsangbuk-do, is
arguably the most politically conservative region and is regarded as the political hometown for the
impeached former president and her party. In contrast, the region on the left-hand side, Jeollabuk-do,
is among the most politically liberal/progressive provinces in Korea. The figure visually captures
times during which, regardless of ideological stance, levels of anxiety were notably higher in the two
provinces due to political upheaval in Korea. Taken together, the figures suggest that spatiotemporal
mapping of anxiety shows results with at least some surface validity.

Figure 5 maps the counties or districts with the highest (i.e., red) and lowest (i.e., blue) levels of
anxiety. At first glance, these regions might not seem qualitatively different in that most of them are
small suburban or rural areas. The most anxious regions, however, were those with a greater
proportion of elderly people (i.e., mean = 30.85%) in comparison to the least anxious regions
(i.e., mean = 23.05%). Furthermore, the mean birth rate for the most anxious regions was higher
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(i.e., mean = 1.48) than that for the least anxious regions (i.e., mean = 1.29). Also of interest is that
the most anxious regions were concentrated in southwestern provinces, namely Jeolla-do, while
the least anxious regions were spread nationwide. Finding explanations for these patterns is
beyond the scope of this study. It is certain, however, that there are more factors involved in these
correlations than our first observations revealed, which merits further systematic attention.

The mapping of anxiety can also be conducted across time, allowing examination of temporal
shifts in the distribution of anxiety. As an example, Figures 6 and 7 exemplify temporal fluctuations

Figure 2. Performance of the classifier over threshold values.
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in total and anxious tweet counts in a selected region as well as in the anxious tweet counts between
regions of interest and the entire nation, respectively. The figures show how both total number of
tweets and degree of anxiety significantly changed in the province of Jeollanam-do and nationwide
around the periods of two large political events occurring in Korea—namely massive civil demon-
strations for the impeachment of a president (August 2016–January 2017) and a presidential election
(May 2017).

Validation

An important emerging question is whether the anxiety indices extracted from tweets, as shown
above, can be considered valid indicators of true levels of anxiety across geographic regions. In an
effort to answer this question, we attempted to test the criterion validity. One approach for criterion
validation is the determination of the extent to which a construct is related to other constructs in a
predictable manner (O’Leary-Kelly & Vokurka, 1998). In advanced industrial societies, anxiety has
built up around various issues such as fear of environmental degradation, incurable disease, and
economic crisis (Hollway & Jefferson, 1997; Smith, 1988; Ungar, 2001). According to U. Beck
(1992), modern society is a “catastrophic society” where risks are largely unpredictable,

Figure 3. Anxiety mapping result example (July 2016–August 2016).
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incalculable, and complex in cause (U. Beck, 1992; Ungar, 2001). In addition, anxiety is an occa-
sional experience that is common to all and one that should be understood as a product of social
processes (Wilkinson, 2001).

From this perspective, anxiety is related to position or location within the structure of society
together with levels of commitment toward predominant cultural values (Wilkinson, 2001). As the
ecological approach suggests, observable variations in human attitudes and behaviors across areas
can be explained by distinctions of compositional and contextual characteristics (Macintyre &
Ellaway, 2000). Therefore, aggregate anxiety at the community level is expected to be associated
with various other community characteristics. Prior studies using traditional survey data in Korea
have shown that young women, people living in poverty (Macintyre & Ellaway, 2000), and elderly
people (Hong et al., 2006) tend to have relatively higher levels of anxiety. Along similar lines, an
analysis of Google search queries has found that searches for anxiety and anxiety-relevant topics
tend to be more frequent in places with a lower median income and lower education levels and in
rural areas in comparison to urban metropolitan cities (Lee, 2003). Thus, to be valid indicators, our
anxiety indices ought to be correlated with these indicators to some extent.

Figure 4. Anxiety mapping example (March 2017).
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Figure 5. Regions with highest and lowest anxiety levels (February 2016–November 2017).

Figure 6. Comparison of total tweets and anxious tweets in Jeollanam-do.
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Thus, we employed district-level statistical data for 3 years (i.e., 2015–2017), as published on the
Korean Statistical Information Service website, to examine relationships in the data with our anxiety
indices spanning the years of 2016 and 2017. Secondary data contained various sociodemographic
characteristics for 230 districts nested within 16 metropolitan cities or provinces, including rates of
fertility, marriage, divorce, migration, and employment, among many other dimensions—the
data were inherently hierarchical. In addition, the distribution of anxiety, which was to be
used as a dependent variable, was skewed to the right, failing to meet the normality assump-
tion (i.e., Shapiro–Wilk W = .95, p < .001). Accordingly, we carried out generalized

Figure 7. Comparison of regional and nationwide anxiety levels (anxious tweets per 1,000 tweets).

Table 3. Generalized Multilevel Modeling Results.

Model I Model II Model III

Intercept –1.14 (.04)*** –1.13 (.04)*** –1.11 (.04)***
Birth rate 0.05 (.02)* 0.05 (.02)*
Divorce rate –0.00 (.02) –0.02 (.02)
Elderly population ratio 0.04 (.02) 0.07 (.02)**
Employment rate –0.03 (.02) –0.03 (.02)
Birth trend a –0.03 (.02)
Divorce trend a –0.04 (.02)*
Migration trend a 0.03 (.02)
Social capital deficiency b –0.04 (.03)

Akaike information criteria –449.16 –434.73 –403.08
Log likelihood 227.58 224.36 212.54
Variance (intercept) .01 .01 .01
Variance (residual) .01 .01 .01

Note. Model I is a baseline model with a random intercept; standard errors are in parentheses.
aThe trend variable shows a difference between the first and last years in the period, indicating an increasing or decreasing
trend across years. bThe social capital deficiency variable indicates the proportion of survey respondents in a district who
reported having insufficient social capital to mobilize when in need.
*p .05. **p .01. ***p .001.
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multilevel modeling of the Gaussian distribution with a log-link to account for city-/
province-level variances in data. All the predictor variables included in the models were
normalized due to wide heterogeneity between their measurement scales. Table 3 summarizes
the multilevel modeling results.

To test whether there was a nonnegligible variance between the metropolitan cities and provinces,
we first carried out a likelihood ratio test for two models with a fixed or random intercept and found
a statistically significant difference, w2 1ð Þ ¼ 27:39, p < .001. The value of the intraclass correlation,
showing the proportion of between-city/between-province variance to the total variance, was
0.4726. This means that the between-state/city variance accounted for 47.26% of the total variance
present in the data. Model I is a baseline model with a random intercept across cities or provinces.
Based upon the initial correlation analyses of the variables in the secondary data, several seemingly
relevant variables were selectively included in Models II and III as predictors.

In Model II, the only statistically significant predictor of anxiety level was birth rate. As shown
therein, the level of anxiety increases by 5.1% as the district’s birth rate increases by one standard
deviation from the national average (e:05 = 1.051). Subsequently, more variables were added as in
Model III. Therein, however, both the proportion of elderly people and divorce rate were statistically
significant, whereas the effect of birth rate remained unchanged. That is, in Model III, a district’s
anxiety level increased by 7.3% per one standard deviation increase in elderly population ratio (e:07

= 1.073) but decreased by 3.9% as early divorce rates showed an upward trend (e�:04 = .9607).
Interestingly, any present divorce rate had little effect on anxiety, while the early divorce trend—
whether increasing or decreasing—did significantly differentiate anxiety. Deviating from our expec-
tations, employment rate and social capital deficiency were not statistically significant in terms of
levels of anxiety. In summary, anxiety indices based on Twitter were greater in regions with higher
birth rates, with larger elderly populations, and with no increasing trend in early divorce rate.

These results appear to be largely in line with previous findings wherein elderly populations tend
to have higher levels of anxiety because of economic hardship following retirement and their own
failing health. Our findings are also consistent with previous findings that rural regions with larger
proportions of elderly people tend to have higher anxiety levels than metropolitan areas (Stephens-
Davidowitz, 2016). Furthermore, it is also conceivable that younger parents raising children are
likely to be exposed to more stressful circumstances due to uncertainty regarding the future and
safety of their children (Lee, 2003). Perhaps the increasing burden on younger married couples
partly explains why there is a negative relationship between early divorce trend and anxiety. An
early divorce might be viewed as a (desperate) move to avoid or reduce increasing levels of pressure
or distress. With more individuals in a region acting this way, the resulting anxiety levels therein
would subsequently decrease, which might explain why anxiety is associated with the trend rather
than with the present rate of divorce. That is, an upward trend in early divorce may be a symptom of
how individuals cope with distress or anxiety in their life circumstances.

While not significant here, the ups and downs of employment rates and social capital might be
correlated with anxiety trends. Indeed, there may be many other psychological, social, and cultural
factors that influence the extent to which people experience social distress. Although the results
examined here are far from complete in revealing the true underlying causes of the distribution of
anxiety, our findings are at least consistent with some major findings of prior studies. This suggests
that the digital trace-based anxiety index developed here is a valid indicator that can be used to
reveal some important, otherwise unobservable aspects of collective emotional processes. From data
obtained in this way, we may begin probing a wide variety of intriguing social problems and
phenomena.
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Discussion

Anxiety is an essential part of our lives in terms of its importance for survival in increasingly
complex social environments. In psychology, it has long been recognized that a person’s mental
state and behavior is a function of his or her psychological field, often referred to as life space, a
mixture of personal and environmental factors or forces (Lewin, 1939). What a person does is
largely shaped by how she or he subjectively makes sense of the surrounding environment. In an
environment full of uncertainty, for example, one’s life space or psychological field may be dis-
orderly, producing tension or anxiety. In an effort to maintain an appropriate level of anxiety, we
attempt to control important decisions including whether to get a new job, to pursue more education
or higher income, to get married or divorced, to have arguments with others on contentious issues, or
to migrate. Thus, in some meaningful sense, the series of choices or behaviors across our life course
may be viewed as arising from an anxiety coping mechanism. This suggests that anxiety is a critical
link between individual psychology and environmental dynamics (Hirsh et al., 2012). Population
statistics for various social issues, including public opinion, employment, migration, suicide, and
marriage, can thus be viewed (in a sense) as reflectors of the collective emotional processes in which
numerous individuals try to cope with uncertainty in their own life spaces.

Prior studies in anxiety have mostly treated the condition as an atypical mental disorder requiring
therapeutic interventions, while devoting relatively less attention to the universal nature and socio-
cultural roots of anxiety (Mirowsky & Ross, 1986; Rachman, 2009). For this reason, instruments for
measuring anxiety, broadly referred to as standard patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs),
have been developed primarily for therapeutic contexts and are limited in application to more
general populations and circumstances. While structured metrics such as PROMs warrant efficient
collection of data, they are not flexible enough to capture subtleties in the way individuals express
their emotions in response to ever-changing environments. As an alternative or supplementary
approach, a hybrid of computational sentiment analysis together with PROMs, also known as sentic
PROMs, has been suggested (Cambria et al., 2012). Sentic PROMs allow not only the measurement
of responses to structured questions but also the analysis of semantic relationships in unstructured
expressions. Such hybrid approaches are, however, primarily utilized for symptom diagnosis in
therapeutic contexts. Thus, the approaches remain obtrusive in nature insofar as they are based
on patient responses to given questions.

This study showcases an attempt to capture anxiety in a more general, system-level context
through an unobtrusive, observational approach to emotion-laden natural language expression.
Drawing on the entropy model of uncertainty, in which an individual is portrayed as a
self-organizing microsystem trying to maintain its own integrity in a continual dialogue with the
surrounding environment (Hirsh et al., 2012), our goal is to lay a groundwork for placing anxiety—
conventionally treated as a purely personal experience—as a key link between person and social–
environmental dynamics. Our main premise is that, to better understand the causes and effects of
anxiety, it is necessary to look at the big picture, the dynamic processes in which individuals reveal
their emotions in an effort to cope with their local environments. As Schelling (1978), the Nobel
laureate in economics, aptly remarked, “people are responding to an environment that consists of
other people responding to their environment, which consists of people responding to an environ-
ment of people’s responses” (p. 14).

This notion highlights the crucial interdependence between human behaviors and collective
social dynamics. The reason why we experience anxiety may be in close conjunction with what
others have chosen to do or would do in response to their own life circumstances. Accordingly,
personal feelings and emotions may not be personal at all—rather, they are the consequences of a
bigger social process emerging from numerous chosen behaviors. Meaningful associations between
anxiety distributions and other regional statistics found in the current study provide evidence of how
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spatiotemporal mapping of anxiety distribution can provide an important lens for examining the
hidden social processes of collective anxiety coping—that is, the macro-social processes through
which individuals across geographic regions cope with various degrees of anxiety in differing life
circumstances. Although still preliminary, we believe that continuous efforts to establish a big
picture of collective emotions through computational data collection and analysis will allow estab-
lishment of a better micro–macro link, essential for grasping the intricate relationships between
human emotions and evermore complex societies.

Conclusion

Explosive growth in digital trace data has enabled social scientists to inquire into an unprecedented
range of social, economic, political, and cultural issues. This study is an attempt to extend the
methodology to human emotions, particularly to feelings of anxiety or social distress, which has
crucial implications for various social inquiries as well as policy development. While some prior
research based on sentiment analysis has been conducted, to the best of our knowledge, this is the
first attempt in mapping anxiety distributions extracted from social media data. In our estimation,
capability in tracking the spatiotemporal distribution of anxiety may allow social scientists across
disciplinary borders to better grasp links among human emotions, behaviors, and emergent macro-
level social problems. Furthermore, it may also be possible to examine the interactions and com-
munication processes between major news media and the public—for example, the relationships
between anxiety-triggering news and temporal fluctuations of anxiety distributions—toward an end
of improving people’s social–emotional wellness. With proper empirical validation, the procedures
presented in the current study can be extended to classifying and visualizing other types of emotions,
such as happiness, anger, or fear, which will help us better elucidate the complex relationships
between human emotions and social phenomena in a more systematic fashion.
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Software Information

The developed software prototype is publicly available as a web service at http://166.104.143.105:62000/main

Notes

1. The java library (twitter4j) for the Twitter application programming interface can be found at http://twitter4j.
org/archive/twitter4j-4.0.7.zip

2. As a reference, the coders were provided a list of 18 anxiety-relevant emotions, derived from the State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, 1983). The list comprises “nervousness,” “perplexity,” “worry,” “excite-
ment,” “restlessness,” “frustration,” “apprehension,” “discomfort,” “fear,” “turmoil,” “yearning,” “depres-
sion,” “gloom,” “hostility,” “desperation,” “dismay,” “petulance,” and “malaise.”

3. This visualization tool can be accessed at http://166.104.143.105:62000/main
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